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Abstract

The purpose of this work is summarising the from literature obtained insights about
an ABU (Automatic Balancing Unit) as it is considered by P.O.S. (Philips Optical
Storage). This means an ABU that uses balls and uses no fluid. The absence of this
fluid that is supposed (in literature) to be critical is the greatest difference between our
model and the ones already existing . This fluid (damping) is critical because it
dissipates the kinetic energy of the balls . Energy dissipation in our model is obtained
by the in other models neglected friction term .

This friction term can be described in different ways. Intuitively we suspect a linear
dependence of normal force and therefore of c;Z . Also suspected is Coulomb
behaviour for zero velocity, which we model using an arctan (instead of an sign
function) . This is to avoid numerical problems . Another thought is using the bristle
based LuGre model . That especially suitable is for low speeds . If we have to use our
first thought or have to use the relatively complex LuGre model, is to appear from the
results of our model and measurements .

The next step is (according to the literature) determining the local stability around the
equilibrium points. For start the equilibrium points are defined in this work . Because
we want to know about the global behaviour of the ABU we use numerical
integration. This results in the values for the states that describe the ABU against the
time, now we can observe effects as limit cycling .
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Most rotating machines suffer from vibrations caused by imbalance . These vibrations
can be reduced by compensating for this imbalance (an imbalance is a mass at a
certain distance from the axis of rotation) . If one is dealing with a static imbalance,
i.e. an imbalance that is independent with co , this compensation can be achieved by
strategically adding (or removing) mass to (or from) the system at hand .
Compensating for a dynamic, or unpredictable but static imbalance, i .e. an imbalance
that changes with w , is more difficult . One way of achieving compensation in such a
case is by means of an automatic balancing unit (ABU) .

The idea behind an ABU is to compensate for the imbalance by moving compensating
masses. The centrifugal forces acting on these masses position them such that they
compensate for the imbalance . The ABU considered in this study consists of a rim
through which a number of balls (the compensating masses) can freely move . For
more details see § 1 .2 .

1.1 Objectives

Philips Optical Storage .

This apprenticeship is an integral part of a graduation assignment at P .O.S . (Philips
Optical Storage) . P.O.S. has already successfully build and tested an ABU, however
this design is realised in a very ad hoc manner . Therefore they believe that the design
can be further improved by means of optimization using a theoretical model . P.O.S. is
mainly interested in the influence of parameters such as :

• number of balls
• angular speed and angular acceleration
• natural frequency of the system
• mass and radius of balls
• radius of ABU
• unroundness of the ABU,

on the performance of the ABU . This implicates that we have a model that describes
the dynamic behaviour of the system.

TUE.

The section dynamics and control at the department of mechanical engineering at the
TUE is working on design optimization tools . At this moment they are developing a
tool that can be used to optimize designs that include :

- uncertainties
- discontinuities
- discrete & continuous design variables .

Since the ABU design problem shows all the above mentioned characteristics it is a
perfect case to test for the applicability of the optimization tool under construction .

Developing and validating such a model, that allows for the desired design
optimization, is the main objective of this graduation assignment .
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1 .2 Illustrative model

There are different sorts of ABU's the most common type, and the type P .O.S . is
interested in is the one using a rim in which the balls can freely move . To get an idea
of how an ABU works we consider the system of fig 1 .1 .

Fig 1 .1

The behaviour for co < co„ is considered. With

COn
k
M

and M =m,,m +mun +~m .I

1 centrifugal force
2 normal force
3 reaction force
4 tangential force

When the ABU rotates at w< w„ the system will have a phase between AB and AC of
zero degrees . Looking at the interplay of forces acting upon m; one sees (see fig 1 .1)
that a tangential force comes into existence that pushes the ball towards the unbalance
m. As a result the total unbalance will increase and therefore the amplitude with
which the system vibrates will grow as well .

picture of an
ABU using 11
balls Fig 1 .2
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In case the ABU operates at w> cw„ see fig 1 .3,

1 centrifugal force
2 normal force
3 reaction force
4 tangential force

The system will have a phase shift between AB and AC of Z . The tangential force
will point the other way and push the balls away from of the unbalance . This will
decrease the unbalance and therefore the amplitude AB. In this example damping was
considered to be small as a result of which the observed phase shift will take place
almost discontinuous at cv = co„ . More damping will result in a more gradual phase
shift .

180

Phase
shift
[degrees]

Fig 1 .3

Zero damping

----- --- damping
dampingt .. ... .. .. ... .. .. .. . .. . . .. ... .. More damping

Fig 1 .3

-10
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As already mentioned earlier, the most common type of ABU is one using a rim, in
this rim the balls can freely move . The rim is usually filled with viscous fluid, which
adds internal damping between balls and the rim. This internal damping dissipates the
kinetic energy of the balls and this stabilizes the dynamic behaviour .
According to the studied literature (see Adolfsson [1], Chung [2] and Lee [3]) this
internal damping is a critical parameter for stable behaviour of an ABU . The dry
running ABU i .e. an ABU that doesn't use a viscous fluid, as used at P .O.S. operates
well for specific parameters . According to Adolfsson [ 1] and Lee [2] this is not
possible. This leads to the suspicion that the neglected friction term which was
neglected in previous models dissipates the kinetic energy of the balls, resulting in
stable behaviour of the ABU . Replacing the damping term within the equations of
motion with a friction term will be one of the main problems that have to be overcome
in order to achieve a valid model .

An analytical model of an ABU will now be presented and discussed in chapter 2 . In
chapter 3 a closer look is taken at the friction term discussed above . In chapter 4 the
conclusions are given and chapter 5 gives an outline of possible future research.
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Chapter 2

Analytical model

2.1 Equations of motion
We assume that is suffices to consider the dynamic behavior of the ABU in 2 dimensions .
This assumption can be justified because the distance between the planes of the
unbalance and the ABU is small (delta is small see fig 2.1) .

imbalance

delta

ABU

Fig 2.1 1
~

Furthermore it is assumed that we only have static unbalance (because delta is small) and
that this unbalance can be compensated using just one ABU . In this model,

Fig 2.2
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mass M can move in the n1,n2 plane these are the axis of the solid world. It is supposed
that linear spring and damper force work on point A . For the small amplitudes that we
consider this is a reasonable assumption. The rotation mass is divided into two parts,
mass M with geometric and mass centre in B and unbalance mass m in point C at
distance e from B . Point C rotates around B with a angular velocity of W . The
compensating masses are in a rim at distance l; from B having a mass of m; a radius of r;
and a rotational inertia of I ;. The compensating masses can move around freely in this rim
with an angle of ai compared to the world (axis n1, n2), or Qi compared to the unbalance
(rotating axis al, a2) . The compensating masses are assumed to rotate without slip . It is
assumed that the friction force is the only force working on the balls in tangential
direction when the balls are around their equilibrium points . Furthermore it is supposed
that this friction force (Fw) is a function of the relative angular velocity between rim and
balls ( )~) and that Fw = 0 in case ,!~ = 0 . Chapter 3 will go into more detail on this . As
for now we consider the equations of motion as resulting from applying Newton's second
law .

m• a= F For the xi direction this results in

2 .1 MY, -1: m,l,á; sin(a) =-c,z, -k,x, +munew2 COs(wit)+E miliizi2 cos(ai) .

which can be rewritten to
n

1 ~6, + c,z, + k,x, = mu„ eCV2 cos((
a

) +
I

mili (ii; Z cos(a) + di sin(ai) ) .

For the x2 direction
i=1

x n

2.2 AT-2 +7. milicfri COS(a,) =-c2z2 -kZxZ +munewsin(tvt)+ 2: m, liGtiZ Sin(ai).

i=1 i=1

Again rewriting gives
n

M'z2 + cZzZ + k2x2 = mun eCoZ sin(al ) +1m; l; (áj 2 sin(ai) - Gïc, cos(a; )) .

i=1

For the tangential direction

2.3 m; (l,cr; + z2 COs(a) - x, sin(a) ) = Fw

i =1 . . . . . . . n .

Note that mass mun hasn't got an acceleration term because we consider the system at a
constant angular speed 6 = 0 .
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The isotopic case when k1=k2 and c1=c2 is the most handily because then we can make
the equations of motion time independent . The time independent form of the equation of
motion is established by switching from the static coordinate system nl, nl to the rotating
system ai, a2 . Substituting the following set of equations achieves this switch .

2 .4 x, = q, cos(tl) - q2 sin(aat)

2.5 x2 = q, sin(at) + q2 cosW)

2.6 a; =,(3, + wt for i=1 . . .n .

Determine time derivatives of equations 2 .4-2 .6 and substituting them in equation 2 .1 -
2.3 gives for t=0, c1=c2=c and k1=k2=k the following (time independent) equations .

2.7

M 0][q,]=[ c -2wM q, +[k -w2M -ccv ][q,]=

0 M 42 2wM - c q2 co k- w2M q2

mew2 + n mil i (~r +w)2
11

sin(Qr)

0 ~ ~ (Qi + w)2 -,Q cj[0s(Qi )

2.8 (mi + IZ)IjQi -Fw=m,((41 - w2q, -2uxrz)sin(Q;)+(-qz +wzqz -2cxj,)cos(,8i))
r;

i =1, . ., n .

In the remainder of this report an ABU with two balls (n=2) will be considered. This is
the simplest model that is capable of compensating unbalances (of the size 0 up to 2m;1 ; ) .

2.2 Equilibrium positions
We describe the ABU with state-space vector x .

x= 1qi q2 81 182 41 42 A Qz 1

To find the equilibrium positions we first rewrite the system of equations in 2.3, 2.4 and
2.5 and set all time derivatives to zero .

x = [41 42 A Qz 4 1 42 A Qz J= 0

For Fw = 0 at fj = 0 this gives the following equations

2.9
-q, sin(,Q;)+q2 COs(61)=0

- q, sin(,Q2 )+ q2 COs(A)=0

This can be split into two kinds of solutions. The first is when qI and q2 are equal to zero
and 81 and /32 are given by the system equation 2 .7 setting time derivatives to zero and
suppose ml--m2 and 11=12 gives

2.10 0 = mew' + m,1,co2 COs(,Q, ) + m,1,wZ COs()6Z )
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COs(61) + COs(/3Z ) _ - me and
Mill

2.11 0= m111cv 2 sin(A ) + m,1, sin(J62)

this gives sin(,13, ) _ - sin(62)

l6t =-NZ
Bringing together 2 .10 and 2.11 gives

2.12
'8
, = Ir -cos-' me

2m,l1

2.13 A = ;r + cos"' me
2m,l,

This gives for the first equilibrium position,

0
0

meIz - cos-'
2m11,
me

;c + cos-'
2m,1,

0
0
0
0

Fig 2.3

Equilibrium 1

this is the preferred solution, it describes the situation at which the ABU balance the
unbalance and no vibrations occur . Note that this solution only exists when,

I mel S 2m,11 .

This condition is according to the literature (Adolfsson [1], Chung [2], Lee [3&4]) next to
w>- m„ a critical condition . Shouldn't these conditions be met the ABU will not be able

to (fully) compensate for the unbalance present n the system . When Imel >- 2m,1, /3, and

13Z will be equal to ;r and the ABU will compensate as much as possible .
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Now we rewrite equations in 2.9 as,

2.14 qz = tan( ,(3, )
q,

2.15 qz = tan(8z)
q,

Knowing that q, and qz # 0 and tan(/3, )= tan(82) gives,

2 .16 /3z =A+ n;c n = 0,1,. . . .

for n=0 ,13, = flz both correction masses are at the same place and equation 2 .7 becomes .

(k - wzM~mcvz + 2m,l,a~z cos( ,(3, ))+ 2cu) n,1,wz sin(/3, )
2.17 q, =- z

(k-Co zM) +(cw)z

2.18 qz = 2(k-wzM~n,l,a~z sin(,13,)-cw(mewz +2m,l,~z cos(,13,))

(k-tvzM)z +(cw)z

Inserting 2.17 and 2.18 into 2 .14 will result after some manipulation in,

2 .19 (k-wzM)rnesin(,(3,)+c cvmecos( ,(3,)+2ctvm,l, =0

This equation has two solutions for fl, and 8z which can be found in appendix A . For
convenience we will call the solutions of 13, 181,19 A ,z and for 82 82,19 /j2,z . This gives
for the second and third equilibrium positions,

(k- o)zMXmwz +2m,1,cvz cos(P,))+2cwm,l,wz sin(,f3,)

zM
z

c(k-tv+(c V)z
2(k-wzM~,l,wz sin(,13,)-c cv(mewz +2m,l,wz cos(,13,))

(k - co zM)z + (ccO)z
Q1 , 1
ij2,1
0
0
0
0

Fig 2.4

Equilibrium 2
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(k-cvzMXmcvz +2m,l,coz cos(P,))+2ccom,1,wz sin(,8,)

k-wzM)
z
+(cw)z

2(k-wzM~,l,wz sin(,(3,)-cw(mecvz +2m,l,tvz

(k-cozM Y +(cco)z
Qi,z
)6z,z
0
0
0
0

Fig 2.5

Equilibrium 3

Turning back to equation 2.16 and setting n=1 which physically means that the correction
masses are on opposite sides and following the same route as before results in,

2.20 =
k-wzM etoz

4i (k-t) zMY +(ctv)z

2.21 qz = - ct)metoz

(k-wzMY +(cwY

Z~2.21 3, =tan-'
(kwM

This gives the following equilibrium position
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(k-wZM~rneto2

(k-tvZMY +(cw)2
-cwmew2

Fig 2 .6

Equilibrium 4

mZ

Because the compensating masses compensate one another when they are positioned as in
equilibrium 4 (see fig 2 .6), terms involving mi and m2 are canceled out of the equation
describing this equilibrium . Therefore this equation describes a system with an unbalance
but without an ABU.
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Chapter 3

Friction models
In most existing models (see Adolfsson [1], Chung [2] Lee [3&4],Hwang[5] and
Bovik[6]) of ABU's internal damping is provided by the viscosity of some lubricating
fluid, and from their analytical and numerical results it appears that sufficient internal
damping is critical for decent functioning of an ABU . The dry-running ABU produced at
P.O.S. functions well (under certain conditions) although it doesn't use any lubrication
fluid. By P.O.S. internal damping is provided by means of the dry friction between balls
and rim. In this chapter several models describing that type of friction will be discussed .

3.1 Ball-bearing model
Because the rolling of the balls of the ABU in the rim seems to be somewhat similar of
the rolling of the balls in a ball bearing it is appropriate to compare their friction forces
(only for a relative angular speed between the balls and the rim far away from zero
(P > 0) ). When the balls role through the bearing it looks like fig 3 .1 (see reference [8]) .

This gives

3 .1 Fwaea,,rng ' r = Frro,. „ar ' f

The value off is empirical and depends on many different parameters . The force F,,,..,
is equal to the centrifugal force

3 .2 z
Fcentr~fugat = m ; 1; • w

Rewriting equation 3 .1 gives .

3 .3 FwbeQr,ng = L . m; • 1; • co,r;
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This force is comparable with the force in ABU's for ,/3» 0 . But when 0 a

Coulomb effect (the effect that an object has a velocity of,Q = 0 for a force between

+Fcoulomb en -F co„lomb) appears . This effect around 0 is modelled with a sign function .

The value of Fw as used in 2 .3 becomes .

3.4 FwbeaTi„g = f• m ; • 1; • coZ • sign (J3)
r,

Because this sign function gives al kind of problems when we use it for numerical
simulation we approach it with the term 2/;r • arctan(c •,<3) . Where c is used to make the
arctan look like a sign function . This gives the following equation for Fw .

3.5 Fw=f •m; •l; •2/g •w2 •arctan(c•,!3)
r;

It can noted that the assumption of paragraph 2 .2 that when ,!3 = 0 Fw = 0 is correct
when using equation 3 .5 in the model. The value of the term f has to be determined
empirically. The correctness of describing the friction term as in 3 .5 has to be evaluated
when testing the model .

3.2 using the LuGre model
The LuGre model (proposed by scientists from Lund and Grenoble) describes friction
phenomena such as Stribeck effect, hysteresis presliding and varying breakaway force
(for an introduction in the LuGre model see Kuypers [7]). The LuGre model, models
friction as if there are bristles on the surface . Explaining how the model works is beyond
the scope of this work. A model that possibly can be used is a derivative of the LuGre
model that only can be used because we look at small velocity fluctuations . We don't use
the LuGre model because it is to complex . Only taking in account Coulomb friction and
the Stribeck effect the friction term looks like this (see also fig 3 .2)

3 .6 Fw = (Fc + (Fs - Fc)e sign(,f3) .

Fc = Fcoulomb
Fs = Fstribeck

With
~l3s = Stribeck - velocity

f3 = velocity

to be determined empirical .

Fig 3 .2
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As explained for equation 3 .4 the sign term of 3.7 is replaced with arctan(,8) so equation

3.6 can be written as .

Y 2

3.7 Fw = (Fc + (Fs - Fc)e-~85 arctan(c

It can be noted again that the assumption of paragraph 2 .2 ,6 = 0 gives Fw = 0 is correct
for 3 .7 as friction term .

3 .3 Conclusions

The friction term is linear depended on the (normal-) force between balls and the rim .
This force is equal to the centripetal force and therefore linear dependent on w2 . If only

Coulomb friction is considered we can model our friction term with an arctan (,8) with

,B as relative speed between balls and the rim. The friction term becomes .

Fw = f• m ; *1i *092 • arctan(A
rt

When taking into account effects such as Stribeck and Coulomb friction seems necessary,
we can add them to our model by using a derivative of the LuGre model . This bristle-
based model takes Stribeck and Coulomb friction effects into account . The friction term
becomes

z~
Fw = (Fc + (Fs - Fc)e~~, ~ ) arctan(,6)

Which of these two models is best suited to use in the ABU-model isn't clear at this
point. However, for reasons of simplicity first the Coulomb-friction model will be used .
Should this not give the desired result then the more complex derivative of the LuGre
model can be used instead .
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Chapter 5

Preview to the Sequel

5.1 Linear stability analysis
The most logical second step for this non-linear problem is a linear stability analysis .
This means linearising equation 2 .7 and 2.8 using the standard form

5.1 x=f(x)

Where x=[q,,qz 1 Qi ,fli , q l, q2 I J61 I fl z l

Studying the eigenvalues of the matrix A for the various equilibrium positoins

A=x~xo,i )
5.2

The eigenvalues of the matrix A say something about the local stability around these
equilibrium positions . If all the eigenvalues are negative the system is locally stable . The
influence of parameters such as m,1, r, co on the local stability can be investigated by
changing them in the equations of motion . This will change 5 .1 and the eigenvalues of A .
The change of the eigenvalues of A says something about the influence of these
parameters on the local stability . Local analysis does not show what happens when the
dynamics are far from the equilibrium positions . However this local analysis only gives a
limited view of the total dynamics it is because of its simplicity a very good first
reference of a model validation . When this validation gives the wanted result looking at
the global behaviour is a logical next step . Meaning numerical simulation to obtain global
effect such as limit cycling . If these steps give satisfying results than the model can be
extended to become more realistic . This will be very difficult because the two-ball model
already seems very complicated . Adding a ball will make the model even more
complicated. The number of equilibrium position will increase considerably . Evaluating
the equations becomes more time consuming. The consideration of making the model
more realistic should justify the growth of computation time .
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Chapter 4

Conclusions

Although the principle of ABU (Automatic Balancing Unit) is old little is known
about why it functions. Most literature models (see Adolfsson [1], Chung [2] Lee
[3&4], Hwang[5] and Bovik[6]) reduces their ABU model to a two-ball problem,
ignoring friction terms and adding an viscous damping between the balls and the rim .
This viscous damping term seems to be a trivial condition together with CV,, < w, for a

decent working ABU. At P.O.S. (Philips Optical Storage) there are measured
conditions at which the ABU functions fine without viscous damping . The internal
damping (in previous models caused by viscous damping) is vital because it dissipates
the kinetic energy of the balls . We suspect that this vital dissipation for the ABU used
by P.O.S . is due to (as proposed by Lee [3&4]) the friction between balls and the rim .
Adding this friction term to the existing models and leaving out the viscous damping
term results in a new model of an ABU as it is considered by P .O.S .

The friction term can be described in different way's . Known is the friction is linear
depended on the (normal-) force between balls and the rim . Therefore the friction
term is linear dependent on cV2 . Considering only the Coulomb effect and modelling
this with an arctan-term (for numerical convenience) the friction term becomes a
function of OVZ and arctan. Another possibility takes also the Stribeck effect into
account. This is done by using a derivative of the LuGre model. Whether this complex
friction term is necessary to model the ABU's behaviour will become clear when
using the model with the first term . If this model describes phenomena as they occur
when testing the ABU, using the more complex second term becomes unnecessary.
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Appendix A

Solution of equation 2 .19

Equation 2 .19 can be written as two equations,

(k-cv2M~esin(,Q,)+cwrnecos(,(3,)+2ccam,1, = 0

and,

sin(,8, ) 2 + cos(,Q, ) Z =1

using Maple results in the following four solutions for Q, (=/32 )

1 b(-2bc+2 a4-a2c2+b2a2)2
a2 + b2 +c 1 -2bc+2 a4-a2c2+ b2a2

arct
\1

a '2 a2+b2

1 b(-2bc-2 a4-a2cZ+b2a

I 2 a2+b2
arctanl

where

a

+c

j

1 -2bc-2 a4-a2cZ+b2a2
'2 a2+b2

a=me(k-o) M)2

b=mecco

c=2cc)m111

Only the two real solutions should be used for our for our local stability analysis .
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